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book of Proverbs is devoted much of it, to the importance of getting... getting ability

to do things right. By His knowledge... how many think that isn't ....Well, the

answer to that question of cou se is there are various kinds of genitives. There is

the possessive genitive, there is the possessive genitive, there c is the objective

genitive, and there is the subjective genitive. What is the statement... By their

poverty they -Ax made many rich. Now, is that ... there are many cases where there

are ... and there are these three possthibdities of genitives and so it is wise to

think of these three possibilities and see which makes the best sense ... . yes

--wiat we in our Endo-European languages call a ... is a word which in Latin

and Greek have a .... an ending which is Genitive. Well, in English . but in Hebrew

and Semitic languages, what we caixll a genitive . is a word that comes after the

construct .... the result is the ac same. The construct is a word which is is ed in

cxnttruction with another work--word in such a way that the other word is .. Well,

now , if the other word is a . . If the other word is a noun, it comes after the

but if the other wrd is a pronoun then you make Inc.. .so a pronominal suffix

is exactly the same as the Genitive ... If you say. My Son, or the Son of the man

-it is a ... so here we have .. and what kind of a ... Here we hae His ,, . ..Yes

--you say objective, I do not ... and to relate a thing to c its fulfillment...

and our King JOc James Version is not very satisfactory. ..because. ..we do not

take it as an ordinary...we could say... fflea4ng1-- mealning. ..in their ... yes,

but.. that would be objective wouldn't it.. It would be an ebet- objective genitive.

It is the thing that somebody approaczx hes, but when we use it with knowledge

ordinarily, we say knowledge of Latirc is a valuable tool. WE don't mean ... we

mean the Latin that is known. If we say the knowledge of that man is very extenlncsive
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